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1. MAIN OBJECTIVE
The main objective of Grey Skies is to escape from the game’s world. It can be achieved
through the cooperation between two characters sharing one body, each of whom owns
their set of abilities which are key in certain scenarios. One - human - can solve puzzles,
the other - demon - can fight.

2. THE STORY
The Wanderer - an ordinary man who has met a great tragedy - wakes up in a world of
nightmares. Suffering from amnesia, he travels through the land in search of his past. At
the beginning, he meets Patron, a demonic being which can take over his body and
allow him to fight numerous enemies. This story revolves around the woman in a coma,
whose mind becomes a separate world haunted by creatures from another realm. There,
the personification of healing and salvation (Wanderer) battles the symbol of illness and
loss (Wraith). The woman in coma narrates that story as the Wanderer and Patron locked in the eternal fight between light and darkness - travel through the vast
dreamworld to look for Raven’s Shadow, who seems to hold many secrets and the key to
finding her. Rescuing him and solving the mystery of his disappearance is the first step
to save it before it’s consumed by dark powers from other worlds.

3. COMBAT PRESENTATION AND CURRENT STATUS OF
PRODUCTION
The latest version of the build presents the current mechanics and view on production:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10Btx9eP8lcdyxJHoWt09MdZI9WLF2mtF/

4. CONTROL SCHEME
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5. VIDEO MATERIALS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS:
a. Sketch of cutscene #1, which is the start of the game, along with the storyboard:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eGJ7ilihVNSk3Q-0bH6KLuYfdfw7X7n/view?fbclid=IwAR3fDRZ9HFUM3NaEYJIh64U7gcsHfSpoUFGH1K2e2lqa9Mo28avcFE_UNU

b. Cutscene depicting a monolith:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B3MmpbJmHRsOakJuRkRvRVg4RlE
c. Intro for the purposes of the promotion:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B3MmpbJmHRsOSDdGLWpBTEN6eXc
d. Cutscene of descent:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B3MmpbJmHRsOSjJGTDJOWWtCVWM
e. Cutscene with a hero descending into a ravine:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B3MmpbJmHRsOQVVOXzFxTDFZSXM

6. MENU OPTIONS
We currently only have new game and exit options in the menu. Later, more options
will be added: Continue, Load Game, Options, (General, Graphics, Sound, Controls),
Credits.
Conceptual menu movie:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B3MmpbJmHRsOSUJTWmJIaTVISFk

7. LOADING SCREEN
The current version of the loading screen presents a dark board with a loading message,
game logo and animated claws.
Link to animation:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B3MmpbJmHRsOcEZjZHRiMHV4Qkk

8. PLAYER’S PERSPECTIVE
A. Through production, the idea of utilizing third person camera was scrapped and
replaced with first person perspective. Time constraints were the deciding factor
(additional animations, passing the perspective from one character to another, more 3D
models).

B. First person camera, as we believe, is more immersive, even though it limits the field
of view. During tests we try to prevent possible element of confusion during fights with
multiple enemies at once.

9. HUD
A screen describing the HUD and concepts that have been tested up to now.
We have tested the following concepts so far:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BxC1DZFc6qiWQ3F1UzBXVXU1OXc

10. DESCRIPTION OF THE BEEFLAME STUDIO
13-person studio, working remotely and without a budget. We use free tools, while the
project is created using the Unreal Engine 4 engine. We are connected by the desire to
produce and release a game that will both fit in with popular tastes as well as in an
original and engaging way tell our own story.

11. DISTRIBUTION OF MECHANICS ACROSS THE CHARACTERS
In the game we have two main characters and with them two different set of mechanics.
The Wanderer (W) changes automatically to Patron (P) when detected by enemies.
When the player walks on a certain trigger, the perspective shifts and combat begins.

Wanderer

Patron

Moving with an option to run

Moving

Interacting with objects and picking

Blocking enemies’ hits

them up
Solving environmental puzzles

Quick evade
Left and right hand attacks with
claws
Focus the camera on an enemy
Changing the focus on other
enemy

Mechanics listed above are already in the game. Below listed are mechanics currently
under development:
a. Rush mode for Patron - after performing many successful blows without taking
damage, our attacks will be stronger.

b. Performing combos with hand attacks and evade move.
c. Performing combos with hands.

11.1 INVENTORY
The inventory holds items picked up items which are required to solving puzzles, along
story notes and diaries we can read at every moment.

11.2 PLAYER’S PROGRESS

A. Collecting green orbs of energy which heal
B. Collecting blue orbs of energy which can be traded for improving Patrons statistics:
1. Movement speed
2. Health amount
3. Attack power

11.2.1 PLAYER’S HEALTH
Represented by a bar on the screen, along with XP points.

11.2.2 PLAYER’S DEATH
When killed, the player is sent back to the previous checkpoint represented by the
monoliths (presented below). The player will not lose experience points upon death.

12. THE GAME’S WORLD
A. Land of Dusk is a dangerous and nightmarish world, accentuated by grey skies, falling
meteorites and the Moon, iconic to the series. The world is full of interesting places monoliths, ruins of old houses, caves occupied by ghosts and demons. The place is
mainly fantastical, with a touch of reality to it.
B. The game is separated into four distinct sections: The Cave, Alchemist’s Tower,
Forgotten Prison and Castle.

In the Cave, player will have to find a way out in tight corridors and come across a
mythical tree, a central location of the section where Patron resides. Soon after that, the
main mechanics will be tutorialized, including fighting. Of all the locations, the Cave is
the most horror-oriented level: a sense of dread, claustrophobic locations, screams
coming from afar are all here to provide a great atmosphere. After spending a long time
underground, the player will have a chance to fight their way out.

In the Alchemist’s Tower the story will quicken as a new character is introduced via
clues - Raven’s Shadow, a wise and old alchemist who used to reside there. The player
will be led there by the Moon and its light, which covers numerous crypts and a river of
sand. Inside we will find many tools, tables, rich adornments and failed experiments.
The place calls to the fantasy, but draws from cold interiors of laboratories, too. Some
fighting encounters with ghosts will build up before a chase sequence that will happen
after learning about the alchemist’s whereabouts. The road will go on into the Prison.

The player will meet the lost Raven’s Shadow, who needs to freed out of a cell. The
place is very surreal - it holds objects, rooms and noises that should not be there. The
open design of this section allows the player to discover them at their own pace and free
the prisoner. It’s worth noting that the place consists of both open (upper part of the
prison) and closed areas (cells beneath ground). The place is haunted by laughs of a
woman, while a new type of enemy appears, bound to the level’s design. After freeing
the Raven and destroying the gate, the way to his Castle and the way out is clear.

Previously seen pathway is open now, and the player can feel like they are in a Dark
Souls game, finding a place they had only seen from afar behind a major obstacle.
Broken pavement will lead them into the imposing Castle, domain of Raven’s Shadow.
The place consists of open areas, like the square in front of the building, where the
player meets a new type of enemy. The audience at the castle will fully show Raven’s
Shadow and his terrifying, menacing facade. His throne room calls to the gothic horror
interiors, and it’s where the player is almost at the end. As he searches the rooms for
keys to get out, the plot will twist, the tone of light will change and a sound of rubble
will lead the player outside. Behind the fallen wall leading to the marketplace, the final
battle and story’s climax and resolution awaits.

13. MECHANICS
a. saving and healing system represented by monoliths

b. ability to interact with items and NPC’s

c. ability to solve simple environmental puzzles (dragging, picking up, putting back)

d. fighting system for Patron

e. picking up story diaries

The list of considered mechanics:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1fQCRGovAJBviFcNDSaCYLHx5PZMDI8n3w_
y9ZX_f9H8/edit#gid=1559350249

14. ENEMIES:
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15. CHARACTER DESCRIPTIONS
Descriptions:https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1QNiLRx7Sa3nU4WGo-nn6TKkjVXtQDRKHRtwZCYpSfI/edit#gid=0
a. The Dreaming Woman
The main character of Grey Skies. Because of the tragic events in her life, she fell into a
coma, and her mind accidentally wandered into the metaphysical space, that is the Land
of Dusk. Now she is trapped in its heart and the fears and nightmares she has freed have
been harassing the native people of this land and fighting for supremacy in the
disintegrating world.
Character type: a story character symbolizing the main character.

b. The Wraith
Personification of madness. A figure symbolizing heroine's mental illness. The raw
element and almost unstoppable force of nature that you have to face in order to change
your destiny. From a distance, it shows a charming, almost seductive face but up close
reveals the image of death and decay. Powerful and unpredictable, she wanders in the
Land of Dusk, fighting both with the Wanderer and with forces trying to devour this
world.
Character type: a story character symbolizing the disease.

c. The Wanderer
Personification of redemption. Modeled on the Dreamer's husband whose purpose is to
find and release her imprisoned self, and thus escape from the Land of Dusk ultimately
awakening the Dreamer. Slightly idealized by her subconscious, as a symbol of tenacity
and grit, the Wanderer has traveled these lands many times, without success. Perhaps
because of the constant failures, or the loss of the Dreamer's hope that he began to lose
his memory and purpose. Now he sets out on the final journey, which will decide the
fate of not only the Dreamer but also the entire Land of Dusk.
Character type: a story character symbolizing the need for redemption.
d. The Patron

Newcomer from outside the Land of Dusk. Although more related to ghosts seeking to
destroy this world than the Dreamer, he also came here by accident. A brave traveling
through Nothing in search of a way to save his people. After reaching the Land of Dusk,
he almost lost his life in the battle with the Wraith and has remained hidden ever since.
Although distrustful of the Wanderer, in the face of the destruction of this world he is
forced to join forces with him and try to escape before it is too late.
Character type: a story character that helps and advises the Wanderer.

e. Mea.
Personification of guilt. Counterpart of the Wanderer. The dark version of the
Dreaming Woman, she is the only person in the Land of Dusk who knows the truth and,
with it, illness, the transgressions and sins of the Dreamer which she wanted to forget.
She is firmly convinced that it would be best for everyone if the Dreaming Woman
disappeared along with the collapse of the Land of Dusk, which will entail the death of
her body in reality. Until now, she managed to cleverly manipulate all parties to
maintain balance, but with the Patron joining forces with the Wanderer, she will have
to fight the last, uncertain fight.
Character type: a character character symbolizing the sins of the main character.
f. The Raven’s Shadow

A native of the Land of Dusk. Once a kind of leader and protector of this land he was
the high priest of the local deity: the Moon. Overwhelmed by the incapacitating
influence of the Dreamer upon her arrival, he first played the role of a doctor or shaman,
who tried, in his own way, to assist the Wanderer in his journey. However, due to Mea’s
manipulation he was corrupted by the Wraith and when the Wanderer begins his final
journey, he only wants to slow down and lead his old patient astray. As a last resort, he
will not shy away from a more direct means of confrontation.
Character type: a story character symbolizing a doctor.
Selected dialogue lines:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1urYvFOuUJzENFdYJRa5j8lEoM0F3lUe6QIymFR
Yhu6k

16. COLLECTIBLES

Screenshot of some of the collectibles:
Collectibles are divided into: story (giving a broader view of the world presented and
the past of the Wanderer), items related to environmental puzzles, enhancing Patron’s
abilities (experience points).

17. MUSIC, SOUND, VOICE ACTORS
a) Mateusz Paszkiewicz is the voice actor who plays both the main character and the
narrator. The voices will be in both Polish and English. Dialogue lines of other
characters / inhabitants of the Land of Dusk will ultimately be recorded in a friendly
studio in Poznan. During game creation, we will add subtitles in specific places, and
subsequently voice act them - individual characters are already planned. Miłosz, our
sound engineer, handles additional correction and noise removal.
An example of voice acting:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RQREuwt8eTo548NyAZqs6iTPQwnPdajV

b) the music was composed by Maciej Biernacki, known among other thing for work on
the game Hexologic, chosen by Digital Dragons as the Best Polish Mobile Game
The music in the game must match the atmosphere, build a narrative and guide the
player through the various stages of the game. We define the atmosphere as: mysterious,
dark, mystical. The main theme will connect the entire game and its individual acts and
scenes. It will appear in the main menu and during key moments of the action, arranged
in different ways for subsequent scenes. His composition consists of many styles, from
choral to ambient, leaving the central spot for gentle guitars, female vocals, and
dramatic strings. The score immediately brings the feelings of fantasy and tells a
dreamlike tale with a touch of horror.
Music themes include: main menu, Prologue, Wanderer theme and Fight theme. The
exploration will be accompanied by background music that will accompany the player
in calmer moments, maintaining the mood.
The fmod plugin will be used for implementation.

18. MARKETING

Marketing activities that have been introduced so far include launching a fanpage in
social media, launching the website of the game, word of mouth marketing and
presentation of the game at the most important industry conferences recently in the
area of  

Central Europe - Poznań Game Arena, White Nights in Prague, Digital

Dragons in Wrocław and Gamescom in Cologne (on behalf of Indie Games Polska). Our
stands were equipped with advertising materials, multimedia presentations and a trailer,
which we promoted both on the web and at the above-mentioned conferences. Our
game was mentioned in several materials locally and in Germany:
https://int-ent.de/2017/08/gamescom-2017-grey-skies/
https://game7days.de/.../28/beeflame-studio-gamescom-2017/
https://lubiegrac.pl/news,pyrkon-2018-grey-skies-wrazenia
https://gamingsociety.pl/.../pga-2017-polskie-indyki.../
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LX8Yfi5Ir58
The next steps we plan to take are contacting youtubers and traditional media as well as
the continuous presence of the project on social media and at the conferences.
Progressve game trailers from oldest to newest:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B3MmpbJmHRsOQ2xoeHVQSVRWaFU
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B3MmpbJmHRsOS2hJMGNxLWJncXc
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B3MmpbJmHRsOS1VMd2I5ekdQaGs
Concepts and screens:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B-H4zhLustkLRlFUSEgtbEFqaGc
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B-p3TKtMxfUVZU5tdG1CX0NmNWc
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B3MmpbJmHRsOMkVVNHZFdlVkRW8

19. DEVELOPMENT
We use the Unreal Engine 4. The design assumptions are about creating a 2-3 hour first
chapter of the game. So far, approximately 70% of the project has been implemented most of the world has been built (approx. 90%), mechanics (approx. 70%), music and
sounds (approx. 80%) have been implemented.
We didn't encounter any major problems in creating the game, despite the fact that this
is our debut production as a team (some of the lineup, however, worked on other
productions). We need time - six months to complete the production. The whole team
works overtime, we don't have any budget. At this time, we focus primarily on
gameplay, game flow, mechanic testing and work on sound and music.
Production testing and the desire to transfer production to other platforms can extend
the creation period by an additional 3-4 months. To be able to speed up the whole
process and guarantee the highest quality for our recipients and additionally reach a
much larger audience, we would like to cooperate with potential investors / publishers
to be able to go full-time with production.

20. FAQ
Key features that distinguish the game:
- unique visuals and tone which draws from different cultures and traditions
- engaging story and world
- music mixing elements of ambient and choir
- monolith mechanics influencing the player, items, NPCs and improvement of abilities
- satisfying and challenging combat system

The game’s niche:
- the game is an interactive tale mixed with fighting, perfectly balancing the aspects of
the games that can be watched and/or played,
- developed for „hardcore” players, who enjoy Dark Souls games from FromSoftware
The challenge for the player:
- linking facts to solve the game’s mystery
- demands observing to notice additional story bits and diaries
- fighting which requires skill
- environmental puzzles and using given items together
The game’s objective:
Solving the game’s mystery, defeating the real antagonist and passing every challenge
laid out by fighting system - all of which are interwoven to form a coherent experience.

21. TEAM
Name and surname

Function

Marcin Smoczyński

CEO

Jan Szafraniec

Story, dialogues and translation

Mariusz Tkaczyk

Story, dialogues and translation

Łukasz Szykowny

Programming

Maciej Biernacki

Music

Krystian Szejerka

Level design, game design, story

Jan Graczyk

Animation

Miłosz Szymczak

Sound and ambience design

Wojciech Grabarczyk

3D models, level design

Żaneta Rzepczyk

Legal counsel

Kamil Radomski

Programming

Alexandr Sharko

Concept Artist

